Energy, Environment and Climate Change Group
UPE II
Jadavpur University
Kolkata-700032

Ref. No. REC/N/332/12
Date: 19.10.12

CIRCULAR

Walk-in interviews will be held for the recruitment of the following Senior Research Fellow and Project Fellow in the UPE-II Program, UGC as per the details provided below:

1. Project Task

   "Study of hybrid grid performance with distributed generation"

   Working Group: Energy, Environment and Climate change
   Sub-Group: Green energy
   Investigator: Dr. Kamal K. Mandal, Power Engineering Department (Nodal person for sub-group: Dr. Ranjan Ganguly)
   Post: Senior Research Fellow (SRF)
   Number of Post: One (01)
   Fellowship Amount: Rs.18,000/- + HRA as admissible
   Essential Qualification: M.E/M.Tech in Power/Electrical Engineering
   Desirable Qualification: Knowledge in MATLAB/ Distributed Generation
   Initial Period of Fellowship: Up to 31st March 2014
   Date of Walk-in Interview: October 31, 2012
   Time: 1:40PM
   Venue: Seminar Room, Power Engineering Department, Jadavpur University.

2. Project Task

   "National Adaptation Strategy formulation for reduction of climate induced risk to labour productivity"

   Working Group: Energy, Environment and Climate change
   Investigator: Joyashree Roy, Professor of Economics and Coordinator, Global Change Programme, Jadavpur University.
Name of Post          : Project Fellow
Number of Post        : One (01)
Fellowship Amount     : Rs.14,000/- + HRA as admissible
Essential Qualification: Masters Degree in Economics
Desirable Qualification: First Class Masters Degree in Economics; Experience of working with large data sets/econometric/statistical packages; Experience of working on climate change related literature

Initial Period of Fellowship: Up to 31st March 2013
Date of Walk-in Interview: October 31st, 2012
Time                    : 10-30 AM
Venue                   : Office of Global Change Programme, Biren Roy Research Laboratory Building, 1st Floor, Jadavpur University, Kolkata – 700032.

Interested candidates may appear in person directly in the interview with completed application on prescribed form (Price Rs. 50/-) to be obtained from the Information Section of this University. Original as well as attested copies of Certificates, Mark Sheets and Testimonials are to be produced at the time of interviews. No TA/DA are admissible.
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